CHEMICAL

Global Specialty Chemical Company
Reduced Labor Costs by 13%, Saving
$6.87M

8.4:1
CHALLENGE

Return on
Investment

To reduce personnel cost structure and
increase site’s throughput & reliability
A long-established, global, family-owned speciality and intermediate chemical
manufacturer supplying a broad range of industries had continually increasing
operating expenses over the last five years. The client hired Audere Partners to
reduce the personnel cost structure while increasing throughput and reliability at
their 400-person plant site in North America.

OUR FINDINGS

Identified 3 items for improvement
•
SECTOR
Specialty Chemicals

•

WORKSTREAM
Strategy, People & Organization
REFERENCE
24-CW
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•

The organizational design lacked a clear connection to business strategy
and fostered silo’s, resulting in inefficiencies, inconsistent roles, and a lack of
accountability
The overall structure was “tall” with excess supervisory layers and narrow
spans of control, clouding lines of authority and creating breakdown’s in
communication
Roles and responsibilities were poorly defined with unclear accountabilities and
performance expectations, leading to low productivity and excess individual
downtime (waste)

IMPLEMENTATION

RESULTS

We focused on 5 areas of
impact to optimize strategy,
people & organization

All delivered at a
11.5:1 client ROI

•
•
•
•
•

Redesigned the structure to support business
strategy and reduce excess layers of supervision
Eliminated manufacturing silo’s and standardized
1layers and positions
Arranged supervisory “footprint” in clusters for the
efficiency of asset oversight
Designed roles and responsibilities with clear
accountabilities and KPI criteria to stabilize
performance
Headcount was redeployed to special projects to
match the business needs in the short-term and
gradually reduced over time

Annualized
savings

$6.87M

Reduction in total salary/
benefit expense identified

13%

Total FTE reduction
opportunity

16%

“

The Site was siloed and disjointed
with leaders protecting limited
leadership collaboration. The
design process allowed us to
build a better organization and
better understand where roles
need to collaborate. Roles and
responsibilities were clarified, and
organizational enablers identified
to support changes. This process
can be applied as an evergreen
and repeatable model.

“

– Global CI Director

The job design was very well
done and provided a very clear
and thorough basis as to key
responsibilities, measures, and
competencies needed in each
role.

– VP North America Plant
Operations

